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Direct Observation of Excitonic Rabi Oscillations in Semiconductors
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We observe multiple excitonic optical Rabi oscillations in a semiconductor quantum well. Up to eig
oscillation periods of the heavy-hole exciton density on a subpicosecond time scale are observed.
approximate linear dependence of the oscillation frequency on the light field amplitude is establish
The experiment is based on a two-color detection scheme which allows for the observation of
heavy-hole exciton density via transmission changes at the light-hole exciton. The observations
in good agreement with theoretical computations based on multiband semiconductor Bloch equat
[S0031-9007(99)08665-2]
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Optical Rabi oscillations are among the most funda
mental examples of coherent nonlinear light-matter in
teractions. In atomic and molecular two-level system
optical Rabi oscillations are well established [1]. Expose
to a strong stationary light field, the electron populatio
oscillates between the lower and upper states with t
Rabi frequency that is proportional to the dipole mome
and the light field. Early experiments in atoms evolve
from indirect observations which utilized the fact tha
Rabi oscillations yield certain signatures in the tempo
ral reshaping of transmitted light pulses [2,3], to rathe
direct observations of multiple oscillations [4,5]. In the
latter, the fluorescence signal was used to measure os
lations as a function of pulse area (i.e., time-integrate
Rabi frequency). These experiments established the c
respondence in principle between optical Rabi oscillatio
and the original Rabi oscillations of magnetic two-leve
systems [6] and proved the applicability of the theory o
two-level atoms in nonlinear optics.

During the last decade, attempts have been made
establish the correspondence and to identify princip
differences between two-level atoms and excitons
semiconductors. In spite of the fact that coherent no
linear optical effects in semiconductors require ultra
fast experimental techniques because of short dephas
times, many analogies have been successfully inves
gated, such as the excitonic optical Stark effect, fre
induction decay, and photon echoes in four-wave mi
ing experiments [7]. As for excitonic Rabi oscillations
indications for their existence have already been o
tained from measurements of temporal pulse reshap
[8–10]. These nonlinear light propagation effects ar
however, only very indirect indications of possible Rab
oscillations. This is particularly true for optically thick
samples, where the backreaction of the medium can
longer be neglected and self-induced transparency
places Rabi oscillations. A more direct observation o
interband density oscillations due to optical fields wit
center frequencies far above the exciton resonance w
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reported in [11,12] but excitonic Rabi oscillations do no
occur since no bound electron-hole pairs (excitons) a
excited.

In this Letter we present experimental results alon
with theoretical calculations for excitonic optical Rabi os
cillations in semiconductor quantum wells. The observ
tions are based on a direct time-resolved measuremen
the exciton density utilizing a two-color pump-and-prob
scheme similar to the one used in [11]. An important a
pect of our measurement is that we are able not only
observe multiple oscillations but also to determine the d
pendence of the excitonic Rabi oscillation frequency up
pulse intensity. This permits a detailed comparison
the observations with theoretical computations and play
significant role in establishing the desired corresponden
with atomic systems.

Figure 1 shows the experimental scheme. The line
transmission spectrum of the In0.1Ga0.9AsyGaAs mul-
tiple quantum well sample with 20 periods and 8 nm we
width is given in Fig. 1(a). This sample is characterize
by small inhomogeneous line broadening and an inte
tionally large strain induced splitting of 18.5 nm betwee
1s heavy-hole (hh) and1s light-hole (lh) exciton absorp-
tion resonances. Independently tunable pump and pro
pulses are generated by an amplified Ti:Sapphire la
system that pumps two optical parametric amplifiers
a 1 kHz repetition rate. Pulse shaping and polarizati
elements result in 770 fss2 circularly polarized pump
pulses with a narrow spectrum resonant to the1s hh ex-
citon transition, and 150 fss1 probe pulses that are cen
tered at the1s lh exciton resonance [see Fig. 1(b)]. Th
pulses are focused down to 200 and 100mm for the pump
and the probe, respectively, on the sample that is held
5 K. The zero delay is measured by cross correlation
a BBO (beta barium borate) crystal, and the time jitt
between pump and probe is found to be less than 20
An optical multichannel analyzer has been used to det
the differential transmission signal (DTS) as a function
pump-probe delay.
© 1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) Transmission spectrum of the In0.1Ga0.9AsyGaAs
multiple quantum well at 5 K. (b) Spectra of the pum
and probe pulse. Inset: Schematic illustration of the spect
pump-probe configuration. The numbers indicate the angu
momentum of the states close to the center of the Brillou
zone. CB: conduction band, VB: valence band. Transitio
involving the states with opposite angular momentum are o
of resonance, and hence not shown.

While the long pump pulse drives the Rabi oscillation
in the population, the much shorter probe pulse time ga
the transmission changes. As illustrated schematically
the inset of Fig. 1, the polarization of pump-and-prob
pulses and the large hh-lh valence band splitting allo
us to monitor separately the dynamics of thes  1

1
2

electron population in the conduction band. A dire
excitation ofs  2

1
2 electrons is strongly suppressed du

to both the narrow spectrum of the pump pulse and t
large valence band splitting. In contrast to previous wo
[8,11], where 100 fs pulses were used, our long pum
pulses have large (severalp) areas at relatively small
field intensities. Correspondingly, the induced carri
densities are quite low, resulting in weak excitation
induced dephasing and, accordingly, long time window
for the observation of coherent dynamics.

Figure 2(a) shows the DTS at the position of th
lh exciton resonance for a pump pulse energy flux
16 nJycm2. One can clearly resolve in time a sequence
eight Rabi oscillations during the interaction between th
pump pulse and the semiconductor material. One can a
see the time dependence of the period, with longer perio
at the leading and trailing edges of the pump pulse.

The theoretical prediction of excitonic Rabi oscilla
tions was made in [13] where the most basic form
the two-band semiconductor Bloch equations (SBE) w
ral
lar
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FIG. 2. (a) Differential transmission signal (DTS) vs pump
probe delay measured at the lh exciton absorption resonan
(b) Theoretical calculation of thes  1 1

2 electron density
dynamics for a 770 fs Gaussian-shaped pulse with (solid lin
and without (dotted line) nonlinear Coulomb-renormalizatio
termssa0  13.5 nmd.

used. There it was found that the Coulomb interactio
allows for oscillations in the excitonic density, in spit
of the facts that (i) the underlying band-to-band trans
tions in the one-particle picture form a continuous set wi
momentum-dependent detuning, (ii) in contrast to a tw
level system there is no strict upper limit for the excitatio
density, and (iii) the light-induced charge carriers yield
time-dependent renormalization of the transition ener
and the Rabi frequency. A detailed study of the u
derlying one-particle distribution functions shows that,
low intensities, the distribution functions are proportion
to excitonic envelope functions. Because of fermion
Pauli blocking, the one-particle distributions deviate si
nificantly from excitonic envelope functions at high inten
sities [14]. The theoretical description of the nonlinea
coherent excitation of semiconductors can also be ba
on appropriate extensions of the SBE [12,14] that inclu
a microscopic description of carrier scattering and deph
ing processes.

In this Letter, we use the basic Hartree-Fock form
the SBE, extended to include two hh, two lh, and tw
conduction bands with input parameters corresponding
the experiment, and compare the predictions of the S
with the experimental data. In this formulation one solve
equations of motion for the momentum-resolved interba
polarizationsPsjskd, wheres and j are the conduction-
and valence-band indices, and for the carrier distributi
2347
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functions for electronss fss0d and holes s fjj0d. The
equations are given in [15]. These equations contain
appropriate optical selection rules via the dipole energ
msjEstd [where msj is the dipole matrix element at the
zone center andEstd is the electric field], Pauli blocking
terms, and Coulomb interaction terms. The latter inclu
linear exciton effects and the nonlinear renormalizati
of the one-particle energies and of the effective Ra
frequency energy within the mean-field [Hartree-Foc
(HF)] approximation.

To simulate the experiment quantitatively, we have
know several parameters that characterize our specific
periment. We have determined the value formsj by com-
puting the linear absorption spectrum and adjusting t
numerical value for the absorption at frequencies ju
above the hh band gap to coincide with the experimen
value. This yieldsmcnye  5.75 Å (here,e is the electron
charge in vacuum). To relate the measured light intens
outside the sample to its value inside the sample (the la
is the one used in the calculations) we use the refract
index n  3.6 and a corresponding normal-incidence r
flection loss of 32%. The other parameters needed in
microscopic calculation are the hh-lh splittingsDhh-lh 
30 meVd, the Luttinger parameters (g1  6.85, g2  2.1,
g3  2.9), the effective electron masssme  0.067d, the
background dielectric constant entering the Coulomb p
tential s´0  12.7d, the quantum well thickness enterin
the form factor of the Coulomb potentialsL  8 nmd, and
the dephasing timesT2  526 fsd. Based on the experi-
mental fact of small excitation induced resonance broa
ening the dephasing time was chosen to coincide with
inverse width of the hh exciton absorption resonance t
represents a lower limit for the dephasing time. Since t
calculated Rabi oscillation period does not depend stron
on the exact value of the dephasing time [13] the conc
sions discussed below do not depend on the specific va
of T2.

Figure 2(b) shows the calculated electron density in t
s  1

1
2 conduction band induced by a 770 fs Gaussia

shaped pulse with center frequency at the hh exciton an
pulse energy flux outside the sample of16 nJycm2. This
corresponds to an unrenormalized pulse area of10.3p, as
shown by the dotted curve in Fig. 2(b) computed omittin
all nonlinear Coulomb-renormalization terms (i.e., pro
ucts of polarization and distribution functions). Resul
including these nonlinear terms, solid curve in Fig. 2(b
agree well with the experimental data as shown by t
same number of oscillations. This again illustrates the i
portant prediction [13] that the effective dipole moment
increased by excitonic many-body Coulomb effects.

We have also performed a detailed study of the inte
sity dependence of the oscillation period by varying th
pump pulse energy flux while the other pulse param
ters remain unchanged. In Fig. 3 we plot the measu
and calculated oscillation frequency for different pump e
ergy fluxes. The experimental data (open symbols) a
2348
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FIG. 3. Measured (open symbols) and calculated (filled sy
bols) Rabi oscillation frequency vs square root of the pul
energy flux. The lines illustrate the approximate linear depe
dence. For comparison the dotted line shows the compu
dependence omitting the nonlinear Coulomb-renormalizati
terms.

extracted from the respective DTS vs time delay plo
(see Fig. 2) by measuring the time separation between
DTS maxima (we averaged over the two fastest oscil
tions) and inverting this number. Different symbols co
respond to different measurement series, illustrating
reproducibility of our results. Within our range of intens
ties we find an approximate square-root dependence of
oscillation frequency on pulse energy flux that correspon
to an almost linear relation between the frequency of t
Rabi oscillation and the electric field amplitude. The fille
circles show the corresponding theoretical results extrac
in the same way from the calculated electron densiti
Whereas in atoms the Rabi frequency is simply given
VRstd  mEstdyh̄, the effective Rabi frequency in semi
conductors isVRstd  msjEstdyh̄ 1 Coulomb terms, i.e.,
it is renormalized by interaction effects. Within the H
theory, the Coulomb renormalization has been found to
significant [13] [cf. Fig. 2(b)]. On the other hand, Fig.
shows that this renormalization does not alter the ba
linear dependence on field amplitude very much, at le
in the intensity regime under consideration. Figure 3 al
suggests that calculations beyond HF can be expecte
yield an intensity dependence in between the HF result a
the results where nonlinear Coulomb terms are omitte
and, thus, to yield even better agreement with the expe
ment than already obtained here.

In conclusion, we present the first direct measureme
of multiple-cycle excitonic Rabi oscillations in semicon
ductors and observation of an approximate linear dep
dence of the oscillation frequency upon the electric fie
amplitude. We also find surprisingly good agreement
the experimental observations with the predictions bas
on the multiband semiconductor Bloch equations eva
ated in the Hartree-Fock approximation.
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